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[404]. graphical
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[846]. Grid
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Lattice-based [979, 177, 1674, 682, 1822, 1370, 1473, 2088]. Lattice-free [2071]. lattices [1743, 281, 1668, 1219, 913, 1345, 1454].

LAW [1133, 1166]. laws [1453]. Lawson...
noiseless [781]. noisy [443]. nominal [1759]. Non

Problems

Procedural [1312]. Procedure [357, 509].

Process [1066, 113, 1624, 1192].

Processed [1620]. Processes [866, 248, 144, 1449, 145, 1440, 153, 909, 1352].

Processing [1910, 244, 1098, 1056, 2077, 1240].

Processor [1649]. Processors [933, 876].

Procurement [284]. Produced [433].

Product [843, 1464, 43, 1304, 2031, 1546, 453, 645, 1473]. Production [1031, 1846, 82].

Program [391, 1252]. Program-size [1252].


Progressions [1750].

Progressive [1654].

Progressive-encoding-based [1654].

Project [1827, 360, 1259]. Projection [357, 509, 974, 602].

Projections [1853, 994].

Promoters [599].

Quantiﬁed [387, 1619]. Quantifier [1619, 670, 601].

Quantitative [664, 1440, 1234].
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radius [1768]. radix [2091]. Rainbow
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[784, 1196]. Randomized
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rays [220, 925]. Re
[1825, 1221, 654, 913, 979].
Re-embedding [1221]. re-encryption
[654, 913, 979]. Re-examining [1825].
reachability [2080, 921, 554]. reachable
[1010]. Reaction
[1063, 1629, 1064, 1065, 1020, 1066, 11, 1067, 600, 464, 1068, 1069, 992, 1608].
reactions [1067]. Reactive [1321, 24].
read [494, 1137, 1082, 1189]. read-once
[1082, 1189]. read/write [494, 1137].
readability [112]. real
[735, 1486, 1829, 1823, 1908, 1637, 1842].
realistic [800]. realizability [1575].
Realization [921]. realizations
[139, 1548]. Realizing [1733].
Reallocating [813]. rearrangements
[277]. Reasoning
[73, 1769, 144, 1353, 1216, 896, 334].
rebalanced [432]. rebalancing [38].
Rechargeable [1557, 1929]. reciprocal
[194]. recognising [2031]. recognition
[1271, 850, 1623, 1772, 752, 1179].
Recognizing [1942, 300, 93, 523, 1993].
Recoloring [1037]. recombination
[441, 1581]. recommendation [800].
reconciliation [1780]. reconciliations
[307]. reconﬁgurability [1892].
Reconﬁguration
[1581, 108, 788, 885, 830].
Reconﬁguring [123, 1905].
Reconstruction
[829, 2059, 239, 1468, 1151, 1485].
recovery [1637]. rectangle
[2036, 414, 423]. rectangles [995].
rectangular [1509, 984]. rectilinear
[552]. recurrences [1798]. recurrent
[1708, 602]. recursive
[1850, 1707, 1453, 1427, 1410, 256].
recursively [1187]. red
[1048, 1118, 1128]. red-blue
[1048, 1118, 1128]. redescription [1916].
reduce [1808]. reduced [737]. Reducing
[840, 875, 1731, 1252, 1338, 44].
reduction
[819, 1887, 261, 164, 1692, 1237].
reductions [1720, 877, 1525]. reference
[1074]. Refined [273, 1383]. refinement
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